Visit Polish distributor of Nilar products at International Railway
Fair
Visit our new Polish distributor Dacpol at TRAKO International Railway Fair between September 26th- 29thin Gdansk, Poland. Come by to hear
more about the Nilar NiMH Bi-polar technology and battery energy storage solutions.
Visit DACPOL at stand C15.
About DACPOL
DACPOL is a Polish company specializing in distribution, service, manufacturing and export of power electronics components since 1991.
DACPOL delivers components for power electronics, electrical engineering, electronics, power engineering and process automation.
For more information about DACPOL, visit: http://www.dacpol.eu/en/home
About TRAKO
TRAKO is one of the largest and most prestigious International Railway Fairs of Central and Eastern Europe. With this years 700 exhibitors
from 25 countries the visitors can explore rolling stock, on-track machines and equipment. The 12th edition of the fair presents the latest
solutions and news within the rail industry development. In addition to the exhibitors showcasing, the fair offers seminars, presentations,
product demonstrations, debates and more.
For more information about TRAKO, visit: http://trakofair.com/
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About Nilar
Nilar is the leading provider of energy storage solution for today’s infrastructure. The unique bi-polar construction of the battery pack provides
reliable storage and a stable power supply from a lighter, safer and greener unit. Furthermore, the modular design allows packs to be coupled
in parallel and series to deliver the power and capacity required to meet the needs of smart grid, telecom base stations, home solutions and
other applications.
Since it was founded by leading experts from the battery industry, Nilar has always sought to challenge the norms of the industry. From its two
R&D departments in the USA and Sweden, the company has revolutionized energy storage and power supply technology. Today,
manufacturing is handled at the company’s state-of-the-art factory in Sweden.

